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Year Over Year GDP Growth was Seen in Most Industries; Nevada 

Manufacturing Grew by 19.1 Percent; the Highest in the Nation 
 

 
• The U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) publishes a comprehensive measure of economic activity. 

GDP is the value of the goods and services produced. The growth rate of GDP is the most popular 
indicator of the nation's overall economic health.  The data include a breakdown of industry contribution 
to the States economy. 

• Broad based growth was seen in most industries; the largest contributor to GDP growth in Nevada was 
manufacturing totaling 19.1 percent, the highest in the nation and information at 9.8 percent.  In 
comparison, the nation manufacturing industry grew 3.9% and information at 8.5% during the same time 
period. Other notable industries were administrative service/management/ remediation services (9.7%) 
and construction (9.6%). 

• GDP in the Manufacturing industry totaled over $7.8 million (in 2012 chained dollars) in 2018 fourth 
quarter (In “current” dollars, this equates to over $8.7 million). Information totaled 6.6 million.  

• Growth in the State’s largest industry, accommodation/food services, declined 0.8 percent over the year 
in the fourth quarter 2018.  As well as mining/quarrying/oil/gas extraction (-22.7%). 

      Mining quarrying / oil / gas extraction

      Accommodation / food services

  Government / government enterprises

      Finance / insurance

      Other services (except government / government
enterprises)

      Transportation/warehousing Utilities

      Wholesale trade

      Retail trade

      Health care / social assistance

      Arts entertainment / recreation

      Professional scientific / technical services

      Educational services

      Agriculture forestry fishing / hunting

      Construction

      Administrative / support / waste management / remediation
services

      Information

      Manufacturing
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